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Abstract It is expected that the LTE network, which includes the radio access network (RAN) and the core

network (CN) in 3GPP LTE systems, will be overloaded due to the huge number of Machine-Type Commu-

nication (MTC) devices in the near future. Overload in the RAN and CN of the LTE may result in congestion

occurrence, resource waste, Quality of Service (QoS) degradation and in the worst-case, it will cause service

unavailability. In this paper, we have proposed an adaptive mechanism to manage a large number of MTC

devices in both RAN and CN of the LTE network. We use Access Class Barring (ACB) scheme to regulate

the MTC traffic according to the congestions level in the RAN and CN. We consider a scenario in which two-

priority-based classes of MTC devices are contending for the RAN resources. At first, the overload problem

in the RAN is formulated to find the number of allowable contending MTC devices of each class taking into

account their required QoS. Then, an active load management policy based on additive increase multiplicative

decrease rule is proposed to control the incoming load from multiple cells to the CN. To effectively limit the

number of MTC devices in both RAN and CN, in the proposed approach, each Evolved Node B (eNB) updates

the ACB factor upon overload detection in the RAN or CN in an adaptive manner. Simulation results show that

the proposed mechanism is able to manage overload in the CN and RAN simultaneously.
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1 Introduction

Machine-to-Machine communications (M2M) is considered to be the fundamental part of the Internet of

Things (IoT), which aims to extend the communication to all things via the Internet. M2M communications

is referred as Machine-Type Communications (MTC) by 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) as a key

standardization body. MTC supports various automated systems with minimal human interaction. It brings

several attentions in a wide range of applications such as monitoring systems, smart metering, healthcare and

transportation systems [1,2].

Long-Term Evolution (LTE)/LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) network is a good candidate for MTC infrastructure

which attracts numerous attentions in literature due to its extensive coverage, mobility support, and high-

speed data rate. However, the LTE network is optimized basically for light and mostly downlink human-type

communications (HTC). The deployment of huge numbers of MTC devices with mostly uplink and batch

arrival traffic raises various challenges in the LTE [3, 4]. Since MTC connections are predicted to reach up to

50 billion by 2020 [2], handling massive number of machines is one of the fundamental challenges for MTC

in the LTE.

3GPP MTC related working groups determine several releases and studies to mitigate massive access

of MTC devices which named as “overload control” [5]. Overload in a network is a condition in which the

incoming load to a node is greater than the node’s available resources to afford that load. Overload leads to

congestion which increases the access delay and the packet loss and hence severely decreases the throughput

and the quality of service (QoS) of connections. Overload in the LTE could take place at both the Radio Access

Network (RAN) and the Core Network (CN). When the number of MTC devices is more than the available

radio resources, the RAN overload occurs. The overload in the CN occurs when the incoming access load from

multiple cells is greater than the available resources at the CN’s nodes [6].

To alleviate MTC overload in the RAN and CN separately, 3GPP addresses some basic improvements.

In the RAN, some approaches such as dynamic allocation of Random Access Channel (RACH) resources,

separate RACH resources for MTC and HTC, Access Class Barring (ACB), class dependent back off time

assignment, and pull based methods have been introduces by 3GPP [5]. Among the mentioned approaches, the

ACB is considered to be a main solution in 3GPP because of its simplicity [5]. To overcome MTC overload

in the CN, a rejection-based approach has been introduced by 3GPP [7]; where the requests from low priority

MTC devices are rejected/discarded by the CN/RAN nodes upon overload detection. Several studies have been
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conducted to improve the introduced solutions by 3GPP to control congestion in the RAN and CN separately

in recent years [8–12].

Mostly focused on the RAN or CN overload control, these works does not consider the RAN and CN in

congestion management simultaneously. RAN-base overload control mechanism which does not consider the

CN load may lead to buffer overflow in the CN nodes at the presence of concurrent transmission of multiple

cells. On the other hand the CN overload control mechanisms are reactive approaches which are not efficient

from resource utilization perspective. This paper proposes an efficient mechanism to control the large number

of connection requests from MTC devices in both radio and core of the LTE networks. The proposed method

offers a proper ACB calculation method to specify the access probability for MTC devices in accordance with

overload state in the RAN and CN nodes. The main contributions of this paper include:

– The random access problem in the RAN is formulated for two relevant MTC traffic, coordinated and

uncoordinated event triggered data traffic, to satisfy the QoS of MTC devices.

– To avoid excessive load condition in the CN nodes as a result of concurrent transmissions of multiple cells,

an additive increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD) based active queue management (AQM) method is

proposed to inform each eNB about its admissible offered load.

– The proposed approaches in the RAN and CN are integrated to simultaneously control the excessive load

of MTC devices in the RAN and CN through a proper ACB calculation method.

In the rest of this paper, a concise description of the MTC architecture model over the LTE network is

presented and the related works in MTC overload control are reviewed in Section 2. The system model is

introduced in Section 3. Section 4 is dedicated to the proposed solutions to overload control in the RAN, the

CN and the RAN-CN mechanisms. Section 5 demonstrates evaluation of the proposed mechanisms. Finally,

conclusion are presented in Section 6.

2 Backgrounds and Related Works

In this section, a simplified model of the MTC architecture in the LTE network and the overload concept in

this model is introduced, and then some related works considering the congestion problem of MTC in the LTE

are reviewed.
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2.1 MTC Architecture Model in EPS

To provide IP connectivity between MTC devices and the Public Data Network (PDN), 3GPP System Archi-

tecture working group 2 (SA2) aims at using the Evolved Packet System (EPS) for MTC. In the context of

the cellular system, EPS describes jointly LTE and System Architecture Evolution (SAE) and includes three

important parts: RAN, CN, and service parts. The RAN and CN are denoted as Evolved Universal Terres-

trial Access Network (E-UTRAN) and Evolved Packet Core (EPC) respectively. Service parts include remote

services and their entities, e.g., application server [6]. From another perspective [13], MTC architecture can

be seen as the interaction between three MTC domains, i.e., MTC device domain, MTC network domain, and

MTC application domain. Fig. 1 shows a simplified model of the MTC architecture in EPS with different MTC

domains where network domain includes the RAN and the CN sides. In the RAN side, the eNB acts as the base

station which manages radio resources and handles device mobility in the cell. The main entities in the CN

side include Mobility Management Entity (MME), Service GateWay (S-GW), and PDN GateWay (P-GW).

The MME controls the radio connectivity, authentication, paging and bearer adjustment in the CN. The S-GW

is the entity that handles local mobility for intra-3GPP handoffs and the P-GW provides the required interface

with the PDN [11,13].

When a large number of MTC devices simultaneously trigger to send data, they set up a connection through

the uplink channel with the eNB. Due to numerous MTC devices and their event-trigger traffic, contention-

based random access procedure is proposed to be an appropriate solution for MTC in the LTE. Random access

procedure in LTE/LTE-A uses preamble transmission on Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH). In the

random access process, several machines may select the same preamble in one PRACH. Therefore, the eNB

might not detect the requesting machine correctly due to possibility of collision between them. If a proper

load control scheme is not applied in the RAN/E-UTAN, an overload situation may be inevitable [3, 4]. After

the successful transmission of an access request, the request from MTC device relays to the EPC/CN nodes

through RAN/E-UTRANT node. Since multiple requests may be sent to the EPC/CN nodes simultaneously,

the nodes of the EPC/CN may experience excessive load condition [6].

2.2 Related Works

Random access due to the simultaneous transmission by the huge number of MTC devices is susceptible to

collision in an overload condition. As mentioned previously, overload can occurs at both the RAN and the CN
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of LTE networks. To relieve this problem, several studies have attempted to control the massive number of

requests in the RAN or the CN.

A classification of existing solutions to control overload in the domain of RAN is introduced in [3, 14].

Among existing solutions, the ACB scheme attracts numerous attentions. In the ACB, 16 different MTC classes

[15] are barred according to their priorities. The eNB broadcasts barring parameters, i.e., barring probability,

barring time, for each class to inform MTC devices. In the case of the overload, each MTC device can access

the network if its unit uniformly distributed random drawing number is less than the barring probability;

otherwise, it postpones its access according to the barring time. In [8] a heuristic algorithm has been proposed

for updating barring probability in an adaptive manner. Authors of [16] obtained the adaptive access probability

by designing a maximum likelihood estimator to estimate the number of MTC devices in a bursty MTC traffic

condition. However, [8] and [16] did not take into account the priority of MTC devices in the ACB calculation.

To provide prioritized access control in the RAN, different classes of MTC traffic have been introduced in [5].

In the overload condition, the requests from low-priority devices are rejected/barred/dropped due to their delay

tolerant properties. To meet the QoS of different MTC classes, a dynamic ACB and class based back-off

scheme is introduced in [9] to control the access of MTC devices to the radio resources. In [17], the joint

access probability and resource allocation have been taken into account in the RAN. To find the ACB factor

in adjacent cells, a cooperative scheme between eNBs is proposed in [10]. Although, congestion management

techniques in each cell decrease the overload in the CN, but they do not guarantee the overload control in

the CN since the relayed load from other cells do not taken into account, and the CN nodes may experience

simultaneous traffic from multiple cells.

3GPP addresses some solutions to detect and minimize overload in the CN. As discussed in the 3GPP

specification [7], upon the overload occurrence in the CN nodes, any new connection request may be rejected

in the MME or eNBs. This can be issued by sending an overload indicator message to the MME/eNBs. Some

pull-based overload management methods in the CN are also introduced by 3GPP and are extended in some

works like [18,19], where downstream mechanisms are applied to trigger MTC devices. This type of overload

control strategies is not in the scope of this paper. From rejection-based perspective, authors in [11] inves-

tigated a congestion situation in the CN to avoid buffer overflow in the MME node. In their scheme, each

eNB accept/reject connection requests from different MTC classes according to their reject factors, which has

been announced by the CN node. A similar approach has been proposed in [12]. Although, in these methods

each eNB determines the rejection probability from the receiving feedback of the MME, but they are reactive

methods which result in the resource waste and may jeopardize the QoS of the high priority traffic.
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In order to satisfy a given delay requirement of high priority traffic and utilize the available resources

in the RAN and the CN effectively, we have offered a proper CN overload-aware method to specify access

probability adaptively, associated with different priority of MTC groups.

3 System Model and Problem Statement

Fig. 2 shows a simplified system model of the LTE based MTC in which the RAN and the CN parts are

separated by dash line. In the RAN, the eNB in each cell relays the requests of MTC devices to the CN

through S1 interface. In each cell, we have considered a scenario in which there are two types of MTC devices:

uncoordinated and coordinated event triggered devices which we named asClassI andClassII respectively.

ClassIincludes applications such as consumer electronics, fleet management and E-care. InClassI, each device

monitors the environment and send data to the eNB occasionally.ClassII includes a large number of devices

such as smart meters; which have been scheduled to send their data to eNB periodically. To meet the QoS of

theClassIdevices, these devices have higher priority to use network resources in comparison withClassII.

In the traffic model ofCalssI, each device is triggered with probabilityφ to send data upon event occur-

rence. Due to extremely low access delay and high successful transmission probability requirement ofClassI

traffic, it is assumed that each device ofClassIhas a queue of size one. Therefore, the system is consisted ofN1
T

individual queues, one for each device ofClassI. Since the new arriving packet contains the latest monitoring

information, the waiting packet in the queue will be ignored. The traffic model of theClassIdevices can be

represented as a two state Markov chain (see Fig. 3). Each device ofClassI is said to be in an active state,

π1, if it has one packet to transmit. When a device is in the active state, it sends a request to the eNB with

probability p1
ACB to set up a connection through PRACH. We assume that the QoS of theClassIdevices is met

if the success probability of these devices is greater than a predefined threshold,P0.

The Beta distribution is used to model the correlated traffic of scheduled arrivals of the huge number of

ClassII devices [5]. This distribution models the aggregated traffic ofN2
T ClassII devices which are activated

within a determined time,TA, in a correlated manner. The parameters of the Beta probability density function

are considered asα = 3, β = 4, TA = 10s [5] [5]. The Beta distribution, g(t), with parametersα and β is

defined by (1).

g(t) =
tα−1(TA− t)β−1

Tα+β−1
A Beta(α ,β )

, (1)

whereBeta(α ,β ) indicates the Beta function [5]. In the activation time, each device ofClassII contends

with other devices with probabilityp2
ACB to send data. There is not any barring time; which means collided
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devices will retransmit their requests in the next opportunities. The number of retransmission attempts is not

limited for theClassIIMTC devices.

The contention based random access procedure is done in a time slotted scheme in which time is divided

into radio frames consists of ten sub-frames with1msduration each. In each frame, some random access

opportunities, in accordance with what has been defined by configurations in the LTE, is determined. More

details about configurations in the LTE can be found in [20]. In each random access procedure, the eNB

broadcasts the PRACH configuration index and the free preambles, which have not been assigned to HTC, to

MTC devices. In what follows, it is assumed that there areM free resources which include frequency, time,

and preamble in each frame.

Since both classes share the same resources in the RAN to maximize resource utilization, the eNB adap-

tively assigns the ACB factors to the devices of both classes to satisfy their QoSs. Whenever, an active MTC

device passes the ACB procedure successfully, it uniformly selects one preamble from the dedicated pream-

bles. When the eNB correctly detects an access request, it forwards the request to the CN node. Since the

MME is more susceptible to congestion among various entities in the CN [7], in this paper just the overload

condition in the MME is considered. Due to the sensitivity of theClassIMTC devices to delay, it is assumed

that there are reserved resources in the MME for these devices.

Fig. 2 also depicts a simplified message exchange process between MTC devices and the CN node through

the eNB. In Fig. 2, the incoming messages which pass the ACB scheme, demonstrate the random access

procedure.

The RAN and CN of the LTE are subject to the excessive load due to possible simultaneous access of

ClassII devices. The objective of this paper is to control the massive requests of non-delay sensitive devices

of ClassII in order to guarantee the expected number of successful transmissions ofClassIdevices per frame.

Also, this paper is an attempt to reduce the number of dropped requests of theClassIIdevices in the CN while

avoiding the resource underutilization conditions in the RAN and the CN.

4 Proposed Solution for Overload Control in the RAN and CN

To distinguish between the advantages and disadvantages of separately and simultaneously MTC overload

control problem in the RAN and the CN parts of LTE, in this section we have proposed three different mech-

anisms:RAN overload control, CN overload controland simultaneousRAN& CN overload control. Fig. 4

shows a simplified message passing procedure in each mechanism.
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In the RAN overload controlmechanism, the eNB just considers the constraint of the RAN to calculate

the ACB probability for both MTC classes. As shown in Fig. 4(a), in this case the eNB broadcasts the ACB

factor in an adaptive manner to inform the MTC devices about their access probability. In this mechanism, if

the number of requests from multiple cells is more than the service capacity of the MME, the requests of MTC

devices will be dropped in the CN.

In theCN overload controlmechanism, the eNB determines the offered load to the CN through the notifi-

cation messages which have been received from the MME, see Fig. 4(b). To prevent the overload condition in

the CN, the eNB rejects the excessive received requests of MTC devices in the RAN if the number of received

requests are greater than the allowable offered capacity to the CN. Since in this mechanism the constraint of

the RAN is not taken into account, it may jeopardize the QoS of high priority traffic in the RAN.

Fig. 4(c) shows the simultaneousRAN& CN overload controlmechanism. In theRAN& CN overload

controlmechanism, the eNB considers both RAN and CN constraints to decide about the number of contending

MTC devices. In this mechanism, eNB calculates and broadcasts the dynamic ACB probability according to

the number of active MTC devices, available resources in the RAN, the required QoS ofClassIand also the

notification messages which have been received from the MME. Although in theRAN& CN overload control

mechanism the number of contending MTC devices can be controlled according to the constraints in the RAN

and the CN simultaneously at the price of transmitting more signalling messages, see Fig. 4(c).

In what follows, the overload control mechanism in each mechanism is formulated in order to deal with

congestion situation. The formulated mechanisms are compared with each other to emphasize the advantages

and disadvantages of each mechanism.

4.1 Overload Control in the RAN

In theRAN overload controlmechanism, overload in the RAN which leads to the QoS degradation and resource

wasting is controlled through broadcasting the ACB probability by the eNB. To show this, in this section it is

discussed how to obtain the ACB probability for two MTC classes in order to meet their QoS demands and

also, to maximize resource utilization in the RAN. Since the traffic models ofClassIandClassII in both cells

of Fig. 2 are the same, we continue to calculate the ACB factors for cell 1 which can be applied in a similar

way to cell 2. For simplicity of presentation, the index of cell number, i.e., 1, is omitted in this subsection. In

what follows, we assume that the eNB knows the total number of MTC devices of both MTC classes.
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Due to the limited number of the available resources in the RAN, it is necessary to control the number of

contending MTC devices to maximize efficient resource usage and hence, to maximize the expected number

of successful transmissions. Let̄N1
ACB denotes the accepted number ofClassI devices which are allowed to

participate in the contention. With the givenM available resources in the RAN, the probability that one resource

is selected bȳN1
ACB MTC devices ofClassIwhich is denoted byPM is computed by (2).

PM =
M

N̄1
ACB

. (2)

To maximize efficient resource usage, each resource must be selected by only one MTC device in average,

which meansPM = 1 and hence,̄N1
ACB = M. If the number of contending MTC devices is greater/less than

M, an overload/underutilization condition occurs respectively; this means that each resource is selected by

greater/less than one user in average. In order to avoid this problem, the ACB probability is used to sustain the

number of contending MTC devices near toM. Because the arrival of the devices ofClassIis time independent,

the available resources are allocated to MTC devices ofClassI in order to maximize resource utilization.

The devices ofClassII can benefit from the available resources provided that the QoS ofClassI devices is

guaranteed. The optimum value of the ACB probability ofClassI can be acquired by dividinḡN1
ACB to the

expected number of active devices ofClassIas given in (3),

p1
ACB =

N̄1
ACB

N1
=

N̄1
ACB

N1
TΠ1

, (3)

whereN1 denotes the expected number of active devices ofClassI andΠ1 is the probability that the corre-

sponding Markov chain is in active state in the steady state (see Fig. 3) as given by (4).

Π1 =
φ

φ + p1
ACB(1−φ)

. (4)

To find the value ofp1
ACB from (3), N̄1

ACB is replaced byM as explained before, which results in (5).

p1
ACB =





Mφ
φ(N1

T+M)−M , M < N1
Tφ

1, M ≥ N1
Tφ

(5)

When the number of active devices is less thanM, p1
ACB equals one; which means that there is no limitation in

initiating the random access procedure.

The success probability of active devices ofClassI, P1
sc, is acquired by dividing the expected number of

successful transmitted requests, denoted byN1
sc, to N1 as given in (6).

P1
sc =

N1
sc

N1
(6)
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whereN1
sc can be obtained from (7).

N1
sc = MP1

M,sc (7)

P1
M,sc in (7) denotes the probability that a given resource is selected by only one device which can be calculated

by (8) because each resource is uniformly selected by each MTC device ofClassIwith probability 1
M , and will

be utilized successfully if none of the contending devices of both classes select that resource.

P1
M,sc =

( p1
ACBN1

1

) 1
M

(1− 1
M

)
p1

ACBN1+N̄2
ACB−1

(8)

In (8), N̄2
ACB denotes the accepted number ofClassII devices which are allowed to participate in the con-

tention. To meet the QoS ofClassIdevices, the success probability of these devices should be greater thanP0.

Therefore,N̄2
ACB can be found by solving (6) by replacingP1

sc with P0 which results in (9).

N̄2
ACB =

[
(1− p1

ACBN1 +
Ln( P0

p1
ACB

)

Ln(M−1
M )

)
]+

, (9)

wherex+ = max{x,0}. Due to the time dependent arrival nature of theClassIIdevices, the expected number of

new arrivals ofClassII, denoted bya2, varies in each frame. Therefore, in order to control the massive number

of requests ofClassII, p2
ACB must be calculated in framek using (10) for efficient utilization of remaining

resources which shall be equivalent toN̄2
ACB.

p2
ACB(k) = min

{
1,

N̄2
ACB

N2(k)

}
, (10)

whereN2(k) refers to the expected number of activeClassII devices in framek and it includesa2(k) and

those who did not transmit their requests to the eNB successfully in framek− 1. Therefore,N2(k) can be

obtained as (11),

N2(k) = a2(k)+N2(k−1)−N2
sc(k−1). (11)

whereN2
sc(k−1) can be calculated in a similar way to (7) as in (12).

N2
sc(k−1) =

( p2
ACB(k−1)N2(k−1)

1

)
(1− 1

M
)

p1
ACBN1+p2

ACB(k−1)N2(k−1)−1

. (12)

The maximum ofN2
sc in (12),N2

sc,max, can be obtained through replacingp2
ACB(k−1)N2(k−1) with N̄2

ACB which

results in (13).

N2
sc,max=

( N̄2
ACB

1

)
(1− 1

M
)

p1
ACBN1+N̄2

ACB−1

. (13)
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Algorithm 1 RAN overload control Mechanism

1: Input:M, φ , N1
T , N2

T , P0

2: Output:p1
ACB, p2

ACB(k)

3: Computep1
ACB using (5)

4: ComputeN̄2
ACB using (9)

5: for the kth framedo

6: ComputeN2(k) by (11)

7: Updatep2
ACB(k) by (10)

8: end for

Since allN2
T devices ofClassII are activated within[0,T], the number ofClassII arrivals in thekth frame

can be calculated using (14) according to the Beta probability density function.

a2(k) = N2
T

∫ tk

tk−1

g(t)dt. (14)

wheretk−1 andtk are the start and end time of the framek.

We propose an iterative method using (10) and (11) to update the value ofp2
ACB in each frame by comput-

ing N̄2
ACB andN2. Alg. 1 summarizes the main steps that each eNB should do in order to calculate the ACB

probabilities for both MTC classes.

In the proposedRAN overload controlmechanism there is not any message passing between eNBs and

MME, which causes the overload control mechanism to be simple, however, it may lead to the overload in the

CN as we will show by simulations.

4.2 Overload Control in the CN

The overload in the CN can cause to the buffer overflow in the MME node. As introduced in 3GPP standard [7],

to overcome the overload condition in the CN nodes, the connection requests of low priority MTC devices can

be rejected by the eNB when the MME notifies the overload condition to the eNB. In this subsection, we

propose an iterative method for calculating the number ofClassIIdevices requests that passed the ACB check

and should be rejected in the eNB according to the received feedbacks of the MME. For simplicity of analysis,

in what follows, we will ignore the delay and error of the MME feedback to the eNB. In this subsection,

i ∈ {1,2} refers to the index of the cells.

To avoid both overload condition and system underutilization in the CN, the MME monitors its queue

length state, denoted byQ, to informs eNBs to decrease or increase the offered load. The corresponding
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feedback diagram of the system with two cells is depicted in Fig. 5(a). To specify the congestion level in the

MME, we have used the variation of the queue length, which is introduced in some work to be a good indicator

of the congestion level [21,22].

The key idea of the CN overload control is monitoring the queue length of the MME and comparing it

with a predefined threshold likeQ0. The MME feedbacks a binary signal,y, to the related eNBs to adjust the

number of offered requests which is denoted byN2
L . At the RAN side, each eNB should increaseN2

L if receives

y = 0 and should decreaseN2
L if y = 1. If the number of requests which passes the ACB check in the RAN is

greater thanN2
L , the eNB will reject some requests ofClassII to avoid the overload in the CN.

In theCN overload controlmechanism,ClassII MTC devices are blocked with a proper fixed ACB prob-

ability to avoid the congestion collapse during the random access procedure. LetNmax
2 be the number of maxi-

mum simultaneousClassII MTC active devices. The fixed ACB probability should be selected near toM
Nmax

2
to

ensure that sufficient load is offered by the RAN while no congestion collapse will happen in the RAN. Notice

that the access probability of theClassIdevices is obtained using (5).

To determine the number of rejected requests which is denoted byN2
R,i , N2

L,i can be subtracted from the

number of successful transmitted requests,N2
sc,i , in each frame as (15).

N2
R,i(k) =

[
N2

sc,i(k)−N2
L,i(k)

]+
, (15)

whereN2
L,i is calculated by the eNB using the received binary feedback of the MME. Here, the eNB action

is based on Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) rule when the congestion or resource underuti-

lization condition in the CN is detected. AIMD rule is one of the most popular approaches for controlling the

sending rates through the binary feedback control message [21, 23]. The AIMD based approach for adjusting

N2
L,i is given by (16).

N2
L,i(t +∆ t) = N2

L,i(t)+θ∆ tI(y = 0)−σ∆ tN2
L,i(t)I(y = 1), (16)

whereI is the indicator function andθ > 0 andσ ∈ (0,1) are AIMD parameters describing the amount of

increase or decrease within∆ t seconds.

The variation ofQ can be represented as (17).

Q(t +4t) =
[
Q(t)+

(
N2

L,1(t)+N2
L,2(t)

)
4t−D4t

]+
, (17)

whereD refers to the fixed service rate of the MME node. To apply (16) and (17) in a frame based system

model, we replacex(t +4t) by x(k+1), x(t) by x(k), and∆ t by the duration of one frame.
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The switching behavior of AIMD rule can be approximated by the sigmoidal function,1
1+e−νx whereν is the

approximation coefficient. Note that the sigmoidal function tends to one and zero ifν is selected appropriately

according to the range of variablex. Now, if 4t → 0, the system dynamics can be modeled by the following

nonlinear differential equations.

Ṅ2
L,i(t) =

θ
1+eν(Q(t)−Q0)

− σN2
L,i(t)

1+eν(Q0−Q(t)) i = 1,2

Q̇(t) =
[
N2

L,1(t)+N2
L,2(t)−D

]+
,

(18)

whereẋ(t) denotes the time-derivative ofx(t). The first differential equation in (18) models the AIMD(θ ,σ)

rule which is used in each cell. The second differential equation in (18) reflects the MME’s queue size dynam-

ics as the difference between the incoming traffic of both cells and the service rate of the MME.

By linear approximation of these nonlinear equations around the equilibrium point(N2∗
L,i ,Q

∗) and assuming

that the same AIMD parameters are used in each cell, we can find simple linear differential equations that

describes the system dynamics. This linear approximation is used to simply find the effect of AIMD parameters

on the system transient response behavior.

The equilibrium point of (18) is obtained bẏQ = 0 and Ṅ2
L,i = 0, wherei = 1,2. Since in the overload

condition the incoming traffic from each cell to the MME is greater thanD
2 , thenN2∗

L,1 = N2∗
L,2 and therefore,

Q∗ = Q0−
ln σD

nθ
ν

; N2∗
L,i =

D
n

, (19)

wheren denotes the number of cells. Therefore, with givenQ∗ andN2∗
L,i , the linear system of (18) at the

equilibrium point is given by:

δ Ṅ2
L,i(t) =−INδN2

L,i(t)− IQ(δQ(t)−Q0)

δ Q̇(t) = nδN2
L,i(t)

(20)

whereδN2
L,i , N2

L,i −N2∗
L,i , andδQ , Q−Q∗. In (20), IN and IQ are the values of the derivative ofṄ2

L,i

respect toN2
L,i andQ at the equilibrium point respectively.IN andIQ can be obtained as (21),

IN =
nσθ

σD+nθ
; IQ =

νσθD
nθ +σD

. (21)

By taking Laplace transform of (20), the linear dynamics of the system can be illustrated as a block diagram

in Fig. 5(b). This figure contains an inner and an outer feedback loops. To keep the queue length of the MME

around its determined threshold in the outer loop, the difference betweenQ andQ0, which is called error signal,
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Algorithm 2 CN overload control Mechanism in eNB

1: Input: σ , θ , M, φ , N1
T ,

2: Output:N2
R,i(k), p1

ACB

3: Computep1
ACB using (5)

4: SetN2
L,i(1) := 0

5: for kth framedo

6: Monitor N2
sc,i(k)

7: Monitor y

8: ComputeN2
L,i(k) by Eq. (16)

9: UpdateN2
R,i(k) by Eq. (15)

10: end for

is used as feedback to each cell to control its offered load. Then the inner feedback loop is applied to bring the

actual value ofN2
L,i closer to the desired value which is obtained through the error signal of the outer loop.

According to the block diagram in Fig. 5(b), the overall system transfer function is given by (22).

T(s) =
nIQ

s2 +sIN +nIQ
. (22)

By considering T(s), we can find the optimal value of the AIMD parameters in order to satisfy the desired

speed of the system and keep the equilibrium point around its determined threshold. To satisfy the desired

speed of the system, the settling time of the system,ts = 4(σD+nθ)
θσ , is considered to be less than the determined

threshold,γ. Therefore, the conditions of finding the desired value of AIMD parameters arets ≤ γ , q̃' Q0

whereθ > 0, σ ∈ (0,1). With these conditions, the optimal value of AIMD parameters areσ = 8n
γ and

θ = 8D
γ .

In order to compute the number of rejected requests in the eNB,N2
R,i , we propose an iterative algorithm

using (15) and (16). The main steps that each eNB performs to calculateN2
R,i are summarized in Alg. 2.

The proposedCN overload controlmechanism is a queue-aware mechanism which can control the varia-

tion of queue length and hence prevents the abrupt dropping requests in the CN. However, the rejection policy

in this mechanism leads to the inefficient resource utilization and also a decrease in the successful transmitted

requests ofClassI.

4.3 Simultaneous RAN and CN overload control

In this subsection, in order to meet the constraints of the RAN and the CN simultaneously, the overload control

solutions in sections4.1 and 4.2 are combined together. We note that in theRAN & CN overload control
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mechanism, the ACB probability ofClassIand the variation of the MME’s queue length are obtained using (5)

and (17) respectively. Each eNB calculates the ACB probability for the devices ofClassII, p2
ACB,i , through the

messages that are received directly from the MME while considering the QoS ofClassI. To consider the QoS

of ClassI, each eNB setsN2
sc,max as the maximum of admissible offered load to the MME in framek, that is,

N2
L,i(k) = min

{
(N2

L,i(k−1)+θ),N2
sc,max

}
I(y = 0)+

(
N2

L,i(k−1)−σN2
L,i(k−1)

)
I(y = 1) (23)

N2
sc,max in (23) represents the maximum transmitted requests ofClassII devices which is calculated according

to the QoS ofClassIusing (13).

Let N̄2
ACB,i denotes the accepted number ofClassII devices which are allowed to participate in the con-

tention according to the imposed constraints of the RAN and the CN. Therefore, by using the computed value

of N2
L,i(k) in (23), (24) can be solved numerically to find̄N2

ACB,i in each frame.

N2
L,i(k) =

( N̄2
ACB,i(k)

1

)
(1− 1

Mi
)
N̄2

ACB,i(k)+N1P1
ACB−1

. (24)

By knowingN̄2
ACB,i(k), p2

ACB,i in thekth frame can be computed as given in (25).

p2
ACB,i(k) = min(1,

N̄2
ACB,i(k)
N2,i(k)

), (25)

whereN2,i(k) denotes the expected number of activeClassII devices in framek which is calculated in a

similar way to (11). Alg. 3 shows the ACB calculation process by the eNB in theRAN& CN overload control

mechanism.

A comparison of theRAN overload control, theCN overload controland theRAN& CN overload control

mechanisms in terms of the average number of successfulClassI transmissions, average number of dropped

ClassII requests, the queue length of the MME, and the required number of signalling messages are summa-

rized in Table 1. In theRAN& CN overload controlmechanism, the accurate adjustment of contending MTC

devices ofClassII prevents the request of MTC devices to be rejected/dropped in the RAN/CN. Due to the

available interface between the eNB and the MME and also the broadcasting channel in the RAN, the mes-

sage passing process in theRAN & CN overload controlmechanism is applicable. However, this mechanism

incurs more signalling messages. The rejection policy in theCN overload controlmechanism wastes resources

and degrades the QoS ofClassIdevices. Also, the dropping policy in theRAN overload controlmechanism

degrade the QoS ofClassIIdevices.
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Algorithm 3 RAN & CN overload control Mechanism

1: Input:M, φ , N1
T , N2

T , P0, σ , θ

2: Output:p1
ACB, p2

ACB(k)

3: SetN2
L,i(1):=0

4: Computep1
ACB by Eq. (5)

5: ComputeN̄2
ACB by Eq. (9)

6: ComputeN2
sc,max by Eq. (13)

7: for kth framedo

8: Monitor y

9: ComputeN2
L,i(k) by Eq. (23)

10: Find N̄2
ACB,i(k) by Eq. (24)

11: ComputeN2(k) by Eq. (11)

12: Updatep2
ACB(k) by Eq. (25)

13: end for

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed mechanisms for overload control of MTC devices

in the RAN, CN, and RAN& CN by simulations. The traffic ofClassIandClassII are generated according

to the two state Markov chain model in Fig. 3 and the Beta(3,4) distribution respectively. The arrival times

of ClassII traffic bursts in cell 1 and cell 2 are considered to be 0 and 3 seconds respectively, while the time-

independentClassItraffic is running at the background. In this system, each MTC device ofClassIcan transmit

its request with probabilityp1
ACB as in (5). Also, each MTC device ofClassII can participate in the random

access procedure according to the probabilityp2
ACB which are derived from (10) and (25) for theRAN overload

controlandRAN & CN overload controlmechanisms, respectively. We simulate a frame-based random access

procedure; where different events including new arrival requests of each class, resource selection by MTC

devices, and transmitting the connection requests to the MME by the eNB occur at the end of a frame time,

i.e., we consider one random access procedure at the end of each frame time. In the following simulations,

AIMD parameters are computed according to what has been discussed in section 4.2. It is considered that a

cell is active when it forwards some requests of theClassIIdevices to the MME node. At first we assume that

the eNB can estimate the number of active MTC devices ofClassII in the next frame while there is no error

in the received feedbacks from the MME. At the end of this section, the effects of the estimation and feedback

errors on the performance ofRAN& CN overload controlmechanism is evaluated. The simulation results are
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the average of 40 independent runs which are compared with the analytical results in each scenario. The values

of the system parameters for the simulations are summarized in Table 2.

5.1 Comparing the Performance of the Proposed Mechanisms

Since in the proposed mechanisms it is assumed that there are reserved resources for the devices ofClassI

in the CN, eNB just considers the number of available resources in the RAN to calculatep1
ACB. In Fig. 6, the

average number of successful transmission of theClassIdevices against different access probability for these

devices for different values of resources,M = 35∼ 60, for one cell is depicted. As it is expected the maximum

number of successful transmission is happened at the calculated optimum value ofp1
ACB which is derived in

(5).

Next we consider the average number of successful transmissions ofClassIand the average queue length

of the MME as two main constraints in the RAN and the CN respectively. We show that these constraints can

be met simultaneously in theRAN& CN overload controlmechanism, while the separate overload control in

the RAN or CN can just guarantee one constraint at each time interval. We should note that the simultaneous

satisfaction of theRAN& CN overload controlis achieved at the cost of exchanging the required signalling.

In Fig. 7, the average number of successful transmissions ofClassI in cell 1 and cell 2 in the presence

of ClassII traffic are shown for each mechanism. As it is shown in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b),N1
sc,1 andN1

sc,2 in

theRAN overload controlandRAN& CN overload controlmechanisms are above the determined threshold,

8.4. However, in theCN overload controlmechanism,N1
sc,1 andN1

sc,2 are decreased severely due to the non-

controlled arrivals ofClassII. In addition,N1
sc,1 andN1

sc,2 in the RAN& CN overload controlmechanism are

greater thanRAN overload controlmechanism for3s< t < 7s in cell 1 and for5s< t < 10s in cell 2. This is

imposed by service capacity of MME which enforces the eNB in theRAN& CN overload controlmechanism

to decrease the number of contending MTC devices ofClassII.

Fig. 8 shows the average queue length of MME for each mechanism. Since bothCN overload controland

RAN& CN overload controlmechanisms are queue aware mechanisms, the number of requests in the queue are

sustained around the determined threshold in these mechanisms. This prevents from resource underutilization

or buffer overflow conditions in the MME’s queue. While in theRAN overload controlmechanism the average

queue length of MME increases extremely in the presence of massive arrival of MTC devices. In this case, the

requests of MTC devices are dropped in the CN when the buffer of the MME is overflowed. In theCN overload

control mechanism, the offered load by each cell to the MME node is based on the exact value ofN2
L however
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in theRAN & CN overload controlmechanism, the offered load is based on the ACB probability which itself

comes fromN2
L . This causes the amplitude of oscillations in theCN overload controlmechanism to be less

than theRAN & CN overload controlmechanism for the same number of simulations in Fig. 8. Since we have

obtained AIMD parameters for the case in which both cells are active, the average queue length decreases for

t > 13s where only one cell is active.

The dynamics of the queue length in theRAN& CN overload controlmechanism is presented in Fig. 9

where it is assumed that the beginning of the burst traffic for two cells is the same. In this figure the average

and the corresponding98%confidence interval of the MME queue length in each 40 frames for 20 independent

runs are depicted and compared with the approximated expected behavior of differential equation in (18). The

simulation results are consistent with the expected behavior after the building up phase of the MME’s queue.

That is due to the Beta distribution arrival model of the MTC devices, a few numbers of requests are generated

initially and after some notification messages of the MME the offered load reach to the average capacity of the

MME.

To show the performance of theRAN& CN overload controlmechanism in controlling the number of

contending MTC devices ofClassII, the average number of successful transmissions ofClassII in the RAN

for cell 1 and cell 2 are shown in Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b), respectively, in comparison with the RAN or CN

overload control.

In the RAN& CN overload controlmechanism, the maximum value of theN2
sc,1 andN2

sc,2 are adjusted

according to the imposed constrains by the RAN and CN. Therefore, the maximum value ofN2
sc,1 in theRAN

& CN overload controlmechanism fort < 3s when MME’s queue is empty, reaches to the constrain of the

RAN, i.e,17.1. While, the maximum ofN2
sc,1 andN2

sc,2 for t > 3s reaches to the service capacity of the MME,

i.e,7 and14when both cells and one cell are active respectively. As we can see in Fig. 10,N2
sc,1 andN2

sc,2 in the

RAN overload controlandCN overload controlmechanisms are more than theRAN& CN overload control

mechanism which leads to the droped/rejected requests in the CN/RAN respectively. To obtain the number

of the dropped/rejected requests,N2
sc,i in the RAN overload control/CN overload controlmechanism can be

subtracted fromN2
sc,i in theRAN& CN overload controlmechanism respectively.

Table 3 shows the total number of dropped, rejected, and retransmitted requests for three mechanisms.

Since the value of ACB probability is updated according to the imposed constraints of the RAN and CN, the

requests of theClassII devices are not dropped or rejected in theRAN & CN overload controlmechanism.

However, in theRAN overload control/CN overload controlmechanism the non-controlled behavior of the

ClassII devices results some requests of this class to be dropped/rejected. Also, the number of retransmitted
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requests can be controlled through the adaptive ACB scheme which is applied in theRAN overload controland

RAN & CN overload controlmechanisms. While, the non-adaptive ACB scheme in theCN overload control

mechanism increases the number of retransmitted requests.

5.2 The Effect of Incomplete Information

In this subsection, at first a simulative study has been provided to investigate the sensitivity of theRAN& CN

overload controlmechanism against the possible estimation error ofN1 andN2. Then the effect of feedback

error on the proposed mechanism has been investigated. We consider a scenario in which we have:N2
T =

15000, D = 20(request/ f rame) , ts = 1s, T1 = 0s, andT2 = 5s. The following simulations are the results of 40

independent runs and depicted the average of the interested parameter in every 10 frames.

Let the estimated values ofN1 andN2 beυN1 andυN2 respectively, whereυ > 1 andυ < 1 reflect over-and

under-estimation of the number of devices. The number of successful transmissions ofClassII, ClassIdevices

and the queue length of the MME in cell 1 for different scenarios of over-estimation ,υ = 1.5, and under-

estimation,υ = 0.5, are shown in Fig. 11 respectively. In Fig. 11(a) whent < 6s, p2
ACB is calculated using the

imposed constraint of the RAN which causes every error in the estimation ofN1 andN2 will result in either

the resource underutilization or overload condition. However, due to the adaptive overload control mechanism

in the MME, the maximum value ofN2
sc is limited to the service capacity of the MME which controls the

underestimated value ofN1 or N2. Whent > 6s, p2
ACB is calculated using the imposed constraint of the MME

which causesN2
sc not to vary considerably. This happens due to the no erroneous in the received feedback of

the MME.

As it is show in Fig. 11(a), the over-estimation of the number of devices decreases the efficient resource

utilization and hence increases the total service time of devices ofClassII. While in the under-estimation

scenario, the number of contending devices of both classes are increased which leads to a decrease inN1
sc,

as shown in Fig. 11(b). Finally, the effect of estimation error on the queue length of the MME is shown in

Fig. 11(c). Since in theRAN & CN overload controlmechanism the ACB parameter is calculated using the

received feedback of the MME, the queue length is sustained near to its determined threshold forυ > 1 or

υ < 1.

In Fig. 12, the effect of feedback error onN2
sc, N1

sc andQ are shown respectively. We assume feedback

error is occurred when the binary message of the MME is received with error. The feedback error increases

the amplitude of oscillations inN2
sc, N1

sc andQ. In Fig. 12(a) whent < 6s, the imposed constraint of the RAN
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limits the maximum oscillation ofN2
sc through controlling the number of contending MTC devices ofClassII.

This causes a reduction inN2
sc compared to the case that the feedback is error free. Whent > 6s, the imposed

constraint of the CN determines the number of contending MTC devices so, there is no limit on the maximum

number of contending MTC devices from the RAN point of view. Therefore, the value ofN2
sc dose not differ

noticeably from the error free feedback case. Also, the less value ofN2
sc for t < 6s leads to greater values of

N1
sc as is shown in Fig. 12(b). In Fig.12(c), the variations of the MME’s queue length in both cases are shown.

As expected we have more oscillations in the erroneous feedback case in the comparison with the error free

scenario.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the performance of the simultaneous and separate RAN and CN overload

control problems for LTE/LTE-A based machine type communications. We have formulated the random access

process in the RAN for two relevant MTC traffics to update the access probability by considering their QoS

requirements. Then, the AIMD rule is used to avoid the overload in the CN node. The proposed approaches in

the RAN and CN, can sustain the load level in the RAN and CN according to their service capacities separately.

Also, an efficient simultaneous RAN and CN overload control mechanism is proposed which uses the MME’

queue notification messages to find the ACB factor for the MTC devices of each class. Simulation results are

provided to show the effectiveness of the proposed mechanisms in terms of meeting the QoS of each class

traffic.
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Fig. 1 MTC architecture model in EPS.

Random access 

Request send

Fig. 2 System model of MTC in LTE and activation procedure in the ACB scheme.

Fig. 3 Traffic model of theClassIMTC.
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Table 1 Comparison of the overload control for the RAN, the CN, and the RAN& CN mechanisms

Mechanisms

RAN overload control CN overload control RAN& CN overload control

Avg. no. of successful transmis-

sions ofClassI

Guaranteed Not Guaranteed Guaranteed

Avg. no of dropped requests of

ClassII in the MME

Not Guaranteed Guaranteed Guaranteed

The queue length of MME Not Guaranteed Guaranteed Guaranteed ifN2
sc(k) > N2

L(k)

Number of signaling messages Moderate Moderate High
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Table 2 System parameters

Parameter Details Value

φ Arrival probability of devices ofClassI 0.03

N1
T Total number ofClassIdevices 400

N2
T Total number ofClassIIdevices 10000

B Buffer size 160

Q0 Threshold of the queue length (requests) 80

D Service rate of the MME(request/frame) 14

P0 Required success probability ofClassI 0.7

M1,M2 Number of resources in cell 1, cell2 100, 150

T1,T2 Burst arrival time ofClassIIdevices in cell 1, cell 2 (second) 0, 3

γ defined settling time (second) 0.8
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Fig. 6 Average number of successful transmission ofClassIMTC againstp1
ACB for φ = 0.6, N1

T = 200, and different values ofM.

Table 3 Comparison of the main performance metrics of ClassII devices for cell 1 in the RAN, CN, and RAN& CN mechanisms

Performance metrics of ClassII devices Mechanisms

RAN overload control CN overload control RAN & CN overload control

Total no. of dropped requests(×103) 3.5 - -

Total no. of rejected requests(×103) - 12.3 -

Total no. of retransmitted requests(×103) 13.9 206.9 12.8
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Fig. 7 The average number of successful transmissions ofClassI over the time in two cells (dash line:the expected trend by

analysis; line:simulation).
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Fig. 9 Queue length variation of the MME over the time.
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Fig. 11 The average number of successful transmissions ofClassIIandClassIand the queue length of the MME in cell 1 forυN1

andυN2 with values ofυ = 0.5,1,1.5 .
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